Dive below with **SCENIC® NEPTUNE**

Witnessing marine life in its natural habitat takes on a new dimension when you’re below the ocean’s surface.

With Scenic Eclipse your customers can dive into crystal clear waters on board Scenic Neptune – our state-of-the-art submarine. Gasp at fascinating marine life, marvel at coral reef and inspect underwater ruins up close... the possibilities are endless.

Scenic Neptune is a U-Boat Worx Cruise Submarine 7 capable of diving up to a depth of 300 metres, with spacious seating for up to six guests, plus the pilot. Custom-built for optimal sightseeing, an excursion under the ocean will be truly unforgettable.

**Unrivalled underwater views for all**

All passengers on board Scenic Neptune will share the same astounding, uninterrupted views. The lateral movement capabilities of Scenic Neptune greatly enhances the submarine’s approach to points of interest. And with seats mounted on revolving platforms, guests can swivel 270 degrees to view in all directions through the two large, ultra-clear acrylic spheres of the submarine. Making sure they’ll never miss a moment on their voyage under the sea.

*Submarine excursions are subject to availability and at additional expense.*
Soar above by helicopter

Scenic has always sought to venture beyond the horizon. For an additional cost, guests can take to the skies in our helicopters^, giving them access to an exciting range of excursions. Imagine flying over icebergs or venturing further than most on the Antarctic and Arctic continents.

The Scenic Eclipse fleet is equipped with our state-of-the-art Airbus H130 helicopters which seat up to six guests. Your customers will feel like pioneer explorers as they soar above places previously thought inaccessible, for a unique bird's eye view.

Beyond the horizon

All-inclusive and guided by our expert Discovery Team, our fleet of Zodiacs and tandem kayaks will take your customers up close to nature's wonders.

An integral part of the Scenic Eclipse experience, they allow for numerous opportunities to discover Mother Nature at her finest, up close on a range of active guided Scenic Discovery excursions. Whether it's observing a pod of whales from the Zodiacs or paddling a kayak through sheltered waterways, guests will travel in safety and style. And best of all, it's all included.

^ Helicopter activities are weather permitting, incur additional costs and are subject to availability.